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Abstract 
The thesis „Virtual Democracy: Information Technology, Modern Society 
and Digitized Elections“ has the ambition of approaching the theoretical debate 
of the relatively new koncept of e-democracy. New technologies in combination 
with modern society have great potencial in changing the political space not 
only as a medium, but also the character of the actors of the process. In the first 
plan the thesis deals with the practical usage of electronic devises on the basis 
of new technologies in the area of voting egality, knowledgeable understanding, 
control of agenda setting and efficient participation. In the second plan it deals 
with the main circumstances for the implementation of new technologies, and in 
the end examinates the normative dimension of these new technologies in 
enduring or weakening of democracy. Due to the fact, that the topic of new 
technologies in democracy lies between today and the future, the thesis 
occupies itself also by the expectations of their impact on the future of politics. 
An indivisible part of virtual democracy is the poll digitalization, who´s form and 
role will be also a part of the thesis´s preoccupation. 
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